
Many museums and art
galleries have online versions
of their collections, or you can

take a virtual tour using
artsandculture.google.com 

explore

We are going to make mini gallery in a box. 
 

Imagine an art gallery or museum for a mouse! Using a
cardboard box (shoe box or cornflakes packet, for
example) we will make a little space to display mini

artworks.
 

FOR THE GALLERY
cardboard box: shoe box, conflakes packet or 

something similar, paint for the wall/floor or collage
materials

 
FOR THE ARTWORKS

papers to collage, little paintings, old photographs,
pictures from magazines

 
FOR THE FRAMES

wooden pegs, buttons, lolly sticks, wool, 
coloured card or paper

 

Many artists go to
museums and galleries
for inspiration. Some
draw or paint what

they see there.

did you
know?

what will you

choose to put in

your gallery?
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reuse what
you can find

tip you could make a photography exhibition by taking

photos on your phone. You could draw from the

photographs, or print them if you have a printer 

do you have a

favourite museum

or gallery?



A plinth is the stand you place 
a sculpture on. It can be any

shape or size. There is an empty
plinth in Trafalgar Square in

London. Different artists enter 
a competition each year to 

have their work 
displayed on it.

did you
know?

Before putting your artworks in the gallery, you
might want to add frames. Or is you have

made sculptures, these could be placed on
plinths (made from small boxes).

 

 

what colour will 

the walls be?

 

Will you charge an 

entrance fee?

 

Will you give tickets to

visitors?

 

How will you light the

gallery? Will there be

windows or skylights?

 

Have you included seating

for tired visitors?!

 

Do the artworks have

labels?

 

Perhaps you could create an

audioguide too?

your

gallery

Now you are ready for visitors! 

There are many
galleries that claim to
be the smallest in the
world. Including one in

an old phone box in
the UK!

did you
know?

When your gallery space is complete, you will need to
stat creating artworks to put in it. You could choose to
recreate your favourite artworks by famous artists, or

you could create your own artworks. Perhaps you want
to make an exhibition on a theme, for example
portraits, or responses to a word like 'colour'.

create

Choose a box to make into your gallery.
Probably about the size of a shoe box is

good. Decide if you want to decorate the
inside before you start adding work.
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